
































19.0614.05000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

02/13/2019

Amendment to: SB 2265

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures $118,016,517 $3,000,000

Appropriations $200,000 $3,000,000

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts $118,016,517

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

SB 2265 establishes the policy for implementing the K-12 funding formula, establishes an appropriation for rapid 
enrollment grants, and establishes an appropriation for a Research Based Literacy Intervention.
SB 2013 appropriates the funding in the integrated formula payment line item.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

Section 1 implements a weighting factor to get schools that are increasing students to on time funding using the fall 
enrollment count. It also has an adjustment the following year for those school districts using fall enrollment to adjust 
the payment using average daily membership the following year.
Section 2 sets the formula per student payment rates to:
Year 1 $9,839
Year 2 $10,134
School districts on the transition maximum receive a 5% increase each year of the biennium. 
Section 2 also changes all of the in lieu of property tax deductions to 75%.

The difference between a school district's transition minimum calculation and the district's formula calculation is 
reduced 5% to create a new payment for the transition minimum. 

Section 3 appropriates $3,000,000 for rapid enrollment grants from the foundation aid stabilization fund.
Section 4 appropriates $200,000 for research based literacy intervention.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.



B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Funding for the K-12 formula is in the integrated formula payments line item in the NDDPI appropriation bill (SB 
2013) Amounts to be funded from general and special funds have yet to be determined. The amount identified in 
other funds is the $3,000,000 addressed in section 3 of SB 2265.

Name: Adam Tescher

Agency: Department of Public Instruction

Telephone: 701-328-3291

Date Prepared: 02/14/2019



Fiscal Note SB 2265

 19.0614.04001 

 2017‐19 Base Level ‐ Integrated Formula Payments        1,935,204,163 

 Cost to Continue* 53,625,374           

 Per Pupil rate increase 72,760,971           

   5% & 5% Transition Maximum increase  4,331,460              

 Adjust Transition Minimum (2,031,496)            

2020‐21 On Time Funding (WSU) 36,999,559           

75% In Lieu Adjustment 5,756,023              

Total Expenditures 2,106,646,054      

Increase over 2015‐17 Base Level Funding 171,441,891         

Rapid Enrollment Grants 3,000,000              

Research Based Literacy Intervention 200,000                 

Total Expenses 2,109,846,054      

Formula per student rates

Year 1 $9,839

Year 2 $10,134

*Includes student projections and taxable valuation changes

Fiscal Note

General Fund  118,016,517         

Other Fund 3,000,000              
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19.0614.04000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

02/05/2019

Amendment to: SB 2265

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures $106,839,079 $3,000,000

Appropriations $200,000 $3,000,000

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts $109,839,079

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

SB 2265 establishes the policy for implementing the K-12 funding formula, establishes an appropriation for rapid 
enrollment grants, and establishes an appropriation for a Research Based Literacy Intervention.
SB 2013 appropriates the funding in the integrated formula payment line item.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

Section 1 implements a weighting factor to get schools that are increasing students to on time funding using the fall 
enrollment count. It also has an adjustment the following year for those school districts using fall enrollment to adjust 
the payment using average daily membership the following year.
Section 2 sets the formula per student payment rates to:
Year 1 $9,839
Year 2 $10,036
School districts on the transition maximum receive a 5% increase each year of the biennium. 
Section 2 also changes all of the in lieu of property tax deductions to 75%.

The difference between a school district's transition minimum calculation and the district's formula calculation is 
reduced 5% to create a new payment for the transition minimum. 

Section 3 appropriates $3,000,000 for rapid enrollment grants from the foundation aid stabilization fund.
Section 4 appropriates $200,000 for research based literacy intervention.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.



B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Funding for the K-12 formula is in the integrated formula payments line item in the NDDPI appropriation bill (SB 
2013) Amounts to be funded from general and special funds have yet to be determined. The amounts identified in 
other funds is the $3,000,000 addressed in section 3 of SB 2265.

Name: Adam Tescher

Agency: Department of Public Instruction

Telephone: 701-328-3291

Date Prepared: 02/06/2019



Fiscal Note SB 2265

 Senate ‐ Original   19.0614.03004 

 2017‐19 Base Level ‐ Integrated Formula Payments  1,935,204,163        1,935,204,163       

 Cost to Continue* 53,625,374              53,625,374             

   Add Rate Changes 66,310,261              66,310,261             

 Adjust Transition Minimum (10,343,140)            (2,116,752)             

2020‐21 On Time Funding (WSU) 34,894,849              36,689,546             

75% In Lieu Adjustment 5,756,024               

Total Expenditures 2,079,691,507        2,095,468,616       

Increase over 2015‐17 Base Level Funding 144,487,344           160,264,453          

Rapid Enrollment Grants 3,000,000                3,000,000               

Research Based Literacy Intervention 200,000                  

Total Expenses 2,082,691,507        2,098,668,616       

Formula per student rates

Year 1 $9,839 $9,839

Year 2 $10,036 $10,036

*Includes student projections and taxable valuation changes

Fiscal Note

General Fund  90,861,970              106,839,079          

Other Fund 3,000,000                3,000,000               
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19.0614.03000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

01/14/2019
Revised
Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2265

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures $90,861,970 $3,000,000

Appropriations

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts $93,861,970

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

SB 2265 establishes the policy for implementing the K-12 funding formula and establishes an appropriation for rapid 
enrollment grants.
SB 2013 appropriates the funding in the integrated formula payment line item.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

Section 1 adds $93,861,970 to the integrated formula payments. 
See attachment for explanation of the increases

Formula per student payment rates
Year 1 $9,839
Year 2 $10,036
School districts on the transition maximum receive a 5% increase each year of the biennium. 

Year 2 of the biennium districts move to on time funding and transition minimum payments are decreased 5 percent. 

Section 2 appropriates $3,000,000 for rapid enrollment grants from the foundation aid stabilization fund.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.



B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Funding for the K-12 formula is in the integrated formula payments line item in the NDDPI appropriation bill (SB 
2013) Amounts to be funded from general and special funds have yet to be determined. The amounts identified in 
other funds are reported at the base level funding amount plus the $3,000,000 addressed in section 2 of SB 2265.

Name: Adam Tescher

Agency: Department of Public Instruction

Telephone: 701-328-3291

Date Prepared: 01/18/2019



Fiscal Note SB 2265

  House ‐ Original 

 2017‐19 Base Level ‐ Integrated Formula Payments  1,935,204,163       

 Cost to Continue* 53,625,374             

   Add Rate Changes 66,310,261             

 Adjust Transition Minimum (10,343,140)           

2020‐21 On Time Funding 34,894,849             

Total Expenditures 2,079,691,507       

Increase over 2015‐17 Base Level Funding 144,487,344          

Rapid Enrollment Grants 3,000,000               

Total Expenses 2,082,691,507       

Formula per student rates

Year 1 $9,839

Year 2 $10,036

*Includes student projections and taxable valuation changes
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19.0614.03000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

01/14/2019
Revised
Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2265

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures $93,861,970

Appropriations

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts $93,861,970

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

SB 2265 establishes the policy for implementing the K-12 funding formula and establishes an appropriation for rapid 
enrollment grants.
SB 2013 appropriates the funding in the integrated formula payment line item.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

Section 1 adds $93,861,970 to the integrated formula payments. 
See attachment for explanation of the increases

Formula per student payment rates
Year 1 $9,839
Year 2 $10,036
School districts on the transition maximum receive a 5% increase each year of the biennium. 

Year 2 of the biennium districts move to on time funding and transition minimum payments are decreased 5 percent. 

Section 2 appropriates $3,000,000 for rapid enrollment grants from the foundation aid stabilization fund.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.



B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Funding for the K-12 formula is in the integrated formula payments line item in the NDDPI appropriation bill (SB 
2013) Amounts to be funded from general and special funds have yet to be determined. The amounts identified in 
other funds are reported at the base level funding amount plus the $3,000,000 addressed in section 2 of SB 2265.

Name: Adam Tescher

Agency: Department of Public Instruction

Telephone: 701-328-3291

Date Prepared: 01/18/2019



Fiscal Note SB 2265

  House ‐ Original 

 2017‐19 Base Level ‐ Integrated Formula Payments  1,935,204,163       

 Cost to Continue* 53,625,374             

   Add Rate Changes 66,310,261             

 Adjust Transition Minimum (10,343,140)           

2020‐21 On Time Funding 34,894,849             

Total Expenditures 2,079,691,507       

Increase over 2015‐17 Base Level Funding 144,487,344          

Rapid Enrollment Grants 3,000,000               

Total Expenses 2,082,691,507       

Formula per student rates

Year 1 $9,839

Year 2 $10,036

*Includes student projections and taxable valuation changes
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19.0614.03000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

01/14/2019

Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2265

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures $1,664,126,602 $418,564,905

Appropriations $1,334,639,258 $418,564,905

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts $2,082,691,507

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

SB 2265 establishes the policy for implementing the K-12 funding formula and establishes an appropriation for rapid 
enrollment grants.
SB 2013 appropriates the funding in the integrated formula payment line item.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

Section 1 adds $144,487,344 over the base level funding amount for integrated formula payments. 
See attachment for explanation of the increases

Formula per student payment rates
Year 1 $9,839
Year 2 $10,036
School districts on the transition maximum receive a 5% increase each year of the biennium. 

Year 2 of the biennium districts move to on time funding and transition minimum payments are decreased 5 percent. 

Section 2 appropriates $3,000,000 for rapid enrollment grants from the foundation aid stabilization fund.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.



B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Funding for the K-12 formula is in the integrated formula payments line item in the NDDPI appropriation bill (SB 
2013) Amounts to be funded from general and special funds have yet to be determined. The amounts identified in 
other funds are reported at the base level funding amount plus the $3,000,000 addressed in section 2 of SB 2265.

Name: Adam Tescher

Agency: Department of Public Instruction

Telephone: 701-328-3291

Date Prepared: 01/18/2019



Fiscal Note SB 2265

  House ‐ Original 

 2017‐19 Base Level ‐ Integrated Formula Payments  1,935,204,163       

 Cost to Continue* 53,625,374             

   Add Rate Changes 66,310,261             

 Adjust Transition Minimum (10,343,140)           

2020‐21 On Time Funding 34,894,849             

Total Expenditures 2,079,691,507       

Increase over 2015‐17 Base Level Funding 144,487,344          

Rapid Enrollment Grants 3,000,000               

Total Expenses 2,082,691,507       

Formula per student rates

Year 1 $9,839

Year 2 $10,036

*Includes student projections and taxable valuation changes
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2019 SENATE EDUCATION 
 

SB 2265 

  



2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Education Committee 
Sheyenne River Room, State Capitol 

SB 2265 
1/21/2019 

31077 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature Lynn Wolf 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to the determination of state aid payable to school districts; to provide for a 
legislative management study; and to provide an appropriation. 
 
 

Minutes:                                                 Att. #1-Schaible; Att. #2-Dick; Att. #3-Copas; Att. #4-
Tescher 

 
Vice-Chairman Fors: The meeting will come to order and recognized Senator Schaible. 
 
Senator Schaible, District 31: See Attachment #1.  
 
(15:21) Brandt Dick, ND Small Organized Schools’ President: See Attachment #2.  
 
Chairman Schaible: How big of an effect would changing from line 29 to line 28 have?  
 
Brandt Dick: Visiting with Adam Tesher this morning it is about $8 million that goes back to 
the schools.  
 
Chairman Schaible: We were looking for a little bite. Is that too big of a bite? 
 
Brandt Dick: It is a change in how you approach those transition minimum schools. Roughly,     
90 school districts with 20% of students are going to be held harmless another year with a 
little bit of a bite the second year. That’s the question the committee will have to wrestle with.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Are there some schools that will not get any new money with the current 
bill? 
 
(20:21) Brandt Dick: Yes. Actually, it will be about 90 schools because if you are in the 
transition minimum – just to clarify – there are two types of transition minimums – there are 
schools that are held harmless by a per pupil payment based on the baseline year and a 
safety net guaranteeing a certain amount money. Even if you put on a one percent by 
comparison, that would only effect 60 school districts. The twenty school districts that are 
absolutely held harmless will not get any new money. For the 60 school districts with not 



Senate Education Committee  
SB 2265 
1/21/2019 
Page 2  
   

changing the 108% there will be no new money. Roughly you are looking at 90 school districts 
that will not see any new money with the way the bill is presently written.  
 
(21: 22) Senator Rust: The idea of transitions minimums and maximums was exactly what 
the word says – something for those early years to transition people to be on formula and 
yet, that hasn’t happened. It looks like we haven’t gotten any closer to getting people on 
formula since 2013. Maybe a study is a good way to do that. Don’t you think the whole idea 
is to get a lot of the schools on formula? 
 
Brandt Dick: That’s the biggest question – how fast do we want school districts on the 
formula. What should that number be and how long should it take. There are examples of 
schools that are over a million dollars off the formula. That will take a long time taking little 
bits and pieces. Other districts would get on there quicker. Also realize that if you hit the 
pause button because there is no money for funding you aren’t going to get any new districts 
on the formula. Going forward, there are some districts even with 2% and 2%, if you keep it 
at 108% as is in the bill, there are some districts that are going to get back on the formula. 
My understanding the origingal intent was the 3% was kind of a benchmark they were looking 
at – 3% every year. The revenue has not kept up with that, but at the 3% and then the 2% 
on the minimum, over time, there would be more districts on the formula. The other challenge 
is those 20 districts that are the hold harmless amount. Some of those on the hold harmless 
amount have seen a great decrease in the number of students that they have. Is it fair that 
they get the same safety net when they are educating only two-thirds of the students they 
were educating in 2012-13?  
 
(24:06) Senator Rust: There are school districts that get the flat dollar amount that they are 
guaranteed. There are others that are below the 60 mills and some at the 60 mills. My 
question is if you take part of those transition minimum dollars away, should you allow those 
schools to be able to make up for it in property taxes by going above the 12% that would help 
them get to 60 mills?  
 
Brandt Dick: You are right, some of the districts on the transition minimums are also below 
the 60 mills. You are correct in that the only way you can address that concern is to look at 
the 12%. Then it becomes another part of the puzzle – are you ok as a legislator there are 
certain school districts that we are to push those taxpayers to pay more that 12% increase in 
their property tax.  
 
Senator Rust: A friend has a home in Grand Forks and as a taxpayer he is paying 
considerably different than a taxpayer in another section of the state that is below 60 mills 
who has a similar house. You are going to increase those taxes, but for the taxpayer who 
sees an inequity between where he lives in the state it might also solve some of that because 
the idea of the funding formula is that basically every school should be levying 60 mills. That 
might provide some equity for the taxpayer. One will be real happy, but the one in western 
ND probably not so much, but that’s part of it, too.  
 
Brandt Dick: Absolutely you are correct. When the study is done, you need to delve into the 
those issues as well. With transition minimum and maximums, those schools in reality are 
receiving more state money and in a sense they aren’t on the formula, either. The study 
needs to look at those items that affect the formula as well.  



Senate Education Committee  
SB 2265 
1/21/2019 
Page 3  
   

Chairman Schaible: It seems to be the disparity is more with the minimums, with schools 
that have decreasing enrollments. They seem to be the biggest disparity – should the bite be 
more at that end?  
 
Brandt Dick: That’s hard to say, it will affect those budget, but it is harder to justify the fact 
that you are held harmless to a dollar amount when your situation has changed. There are a 
couple of school districts on the dollar amount that have gone from a K-12 school to a K-8. 
Those are some of the things that could be looked at and addressed. 
 
(27:55) Chairman Schaible: But the schools with large decreases are the ones getting a 
huge amount per student. 
 
Brandt Dick: Yes, because the math works out that way. You take the total dollar amount 
and divide it by the number of students that increases the per pupil payment. As the students 
decrease, that per pupil amount will increase. 
 
Senator Davison: We need to have school districts make tough decisions locally. If they are 
willing to foot the bill to do those things – keep that school open – perhaps not being as open 
to consolidation – do you think there are school districts in ND that should consolidate that 
should move that direction?  
 
(29:33) Brandt Dick: That is another piece of the formula that needs to be looked at in the 
study. Right now there is no incentive to consolidate. In fact, there is a disincentive. If two 
school districts consolidate and you get a lot of extra land without a lot of students, now your 
60 mill deduct is going to – in a sense you will get less state money. You also need to look 
at geography – some of the districts are a long way from everywhere else.  
 
Senator Davison: To the best of your recollection, have we ever had any incentive dollars 
for consolidation?  
 
Brandt Dick: There have been times in the past where there were incentive dollars. Whether 
it has worked or not – I see some heads shaking. Probably more so, incentive needs to be 
looked at with the formula.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Yes, and for your information, the school district I served on did use 
those dollars and it did work for our case to become Mott-Regent School District. The 
incentive was based on population and land district. We got $880,000.  
 
Amiee Copas, Exec. Director of ND Council of Educational Leaders:  See Attachment 
# 3.   
 
Elroy Burkle, ND Small Organized Schools: Many schools took advantage of the incentive 
consolidation grants and it is something to look at and study. There have been a lot of 
changes in education  - look at the mental health issues, the demands, the need for Career 
and Technical education, Center for Distance Ed. We need to look deep into the funding 
formula and go from there.  
 



Senate Education Committee  
SB 2265 
1/21/2019 
Page 4  
   

Chairman Schaible: Elroy could you give us your perspective of what is a good nudge to 
get them going in the right way without adversely affecting them. We’ve had this conversation 
we have people agreeing that we need to go down this road and do something, and I think 
we need to have a little bite to get people at the table with honest intentions. What is your 
suggestion on that?  
 
Elroy Burkle: I wish I could give you more than what I am going to say. Bring people together 
first and then look at individual groupings of concerns and go from there. I get uncomfortable 
from the stand point of saying “do I have an answer?” I don’t. That is the reason I appreciated 
Brandt Dick here – I am not a practicing superintendent. I don’t have the data like I did when 
I was at Mott-Regent or Napoleon, but I do now that we need to get people together, bring 
out the issues. 
 
Amy DeKok, ND School Boards Association: We do agree with the testimony of others 
that have testified. There will be challenges to a lot of districts – especially the transition 
minimums and maximums. With the study, hopefully, we will be able to get a lot of answers 
to the table.  
 
Adam Tesher, Director of School Finance and Organization, Department of Public 
Instruction: See Attachment # 4.  One other thing not on my testimony (attachment). 
Senator Schaible had mentioned about going all the 75%. I did not read that in that bill. There 
is no adjustment – it is as it has always been – the 75% and the 100%. I believe that could 
be changed on page 3 or page 4 of the bill. Last biennium, I believe that was a $6 million 
cost for everyone to go to 75%. I imagine it would be relatively around that same cost.  
 
Chairman Schaible: I think we will look at taking an afternoon that we’ll run numbers for 
each district on the things we’ve talked about and go through them section by section with 
the committee to get a clear picture of how we are affecting each school district and the 
rational. We will invite you in to do this. If the committee has other things they would like to 
see Adam prepare, please let me know.  
 
Senator Rust: I would like to see those what happens with the 2%, 2% and then I’d like to 
see what happens when you start adjusting those transition minimums and maximums. 
 
Chairman Schaible: Any testimony in opposition? Hearing was closed.  
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Chairman Schaible: Let’s look at SB 2265. 
  
Senator Oban: Mr. Chairman, I assume you have amendments coming out.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Actually, I don’t have any amendments –  
 
Senator Oban: I have notes that you meant to drop the 100% deductions to 75% and that it 
wasn’t written to reflect that. 
 
Chairman Schaible: Yes, that is true. Part of the strategy is – what I am looking at is – for 
in lieu of that which does not really go into that effect here. There is a version on the House 
bill that has that included, so we can do it here or we don’t have to and it will be taken care 
of over there. Either way, it will show up in this one at the end of the year. So we could amend 
that to drop them down to 75% if we want to. It is not vital that we do that, but we can. 
 
Senator Rust: Wouldn’t all we have to do is just a – it would be pretty easy to do, wouldn’t 
it?  
 
Chairman Schaible: We can do it. It doesn’t hurt to do it. It is my intention, as a legislator, 
is to see that we do that at some point. I am not making any bones about that.  
 
Senator Rust: Would you like me to get an amendment? 
 
Chairman Schaible: Sure. Any other sections of the bill that needs to be looked at? 
 
Senator Oban: If you would go through the changes to transition minimums and maximums. 
I just don’t remember, nor did I totally follow it the first time, so I think that would be good.  
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Chairman Schaible: Now we are going to have amendments for this, so you are correct. 
We will need amendments for that, but it is the maximums. There are two minimums that are 
protected – it is either based by the number of students or the total amount of dollars. What 
this one was to do – and what is happening is because of the baseline of 12-13 schools were 
capped at whatever they made at that time – that is their baseline. That is protected so it 
never goes down from that. In theory, in the example I used was it was Stremik’s district – 
North Border – because of that, their per pupil payment is like $15,000 per year. So, when 
they get an increase it is based on that amount. The idea was we protected schools from 
declining populations or from funding it was so much that it wasn’t too much. But, I don’t think 
the intention at that time was that we would protect these bases forever. The idea I had and 
I talked to Paul last night about this is it is where the funding line comes from. We had put it 
on line 27 and should have been on line 26 and the difference was about $180,000 compared 
to $100,000. So his 5% deduction would be $100,000. Now I think he has a budget of $3 
million, so it is a little bit and we should look at the numbers for that. I wasn’t going to pass 
this bill out, but I just thought – I’m glad we talked about it so we get some work on that. I 
also have Adam running numbers on the effects of every school for what this will happen. 
So, we’ll have that down and that. So yes, we will do need to fix that language a little bit.  
 
Senator Elkin: So this is an attempt to bring everyone onto the formula. Right? Those that 
are over formula, you are trying to cut them back 5% - that’s what you are trying to do.  
 
Chairman Schaible: It takes 5% of the protections away. That’s what it does. The theory is 
that we were protecting schools so they wouldn’t decline too fast. But what has really 
happened with us, is we have entitled schools not to address their declining enrollment and 
their situation locally. They are never going to get less money, so I think we need to both of 
that – the other part of this is we have a serious study to actually look at these maximums 
and minimums for protections. We have basically, 70 schools that are on these protections. 
I think 10-15 are the upper level and then some of them are very, very small isolated, so you 
are looking at about 30-40 actually schools. Those are the ones we are trying to address – 
and yes, get bback on the formula because in reality, we are taking money from everybody 
again to pay a few and that – it was done intentionally and it was done for protection, but we 
have overprotected some of these schools and have to revisit it. It is an attempt to move 
down that road.  
 
Senator Oban: Is it this first year of the biennium would be a reduction of 5% or –  
 
Chairman Schaible: Just the second year.  
 
Senator Oban: But 15% each year after that.  
 
Chairman Schaible: We don’t have to study the next interim and nothing changes then it 
would be a 15% -  
 
Senator Oban: Unless the next legislature were to change that number.  
 
Chairman Schaible: And that is drastic. But the governor was asking for 20% of both years, 
which would be very devastating to school districts.  
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Senator Rust: I am still kind of wondering at tmes what those schools can do to recover 
some of those dollars. In particular, the ones that worry me a little bit are those that are – 
because of rapidly increasing taxable valuations and having a mill levy that is lower than 60 
mills the way to do that because there are a couple of moving parts in there. That’s the one 
that still kind of bothers me a bit.  
 
Chairman Schaible:  Yes, I agree, it was the taxable valuations that really raised problems 
with our funding formula. We are not in on rapidly raising valuation. Probably, in the other 
way, you are either stagnant or declining. I think that will stabilize that. The other thing is that 
school boards always have the option - by a vote of the people – to raise their local 
contribution level if they want to. That is tough – I understand that, but – 
 
Senator Rust: Help me along here – let’s suppose a school is at 40 mills. They would like to 
raise their mills above – aren’t they bound by 12%? In other words, if they go over 12% they 
would have to have a vote of the people even they are below 60 mills?  
 
Chairman Schaible: Yes.  
 
Senator Rust: Ok, here is another caveat to that. If they are below 60 mills and they were to 
vote to go to 55 mills, it wouldn’t make any difference to them because the state is picking 
up that difference right now. It is really a screwy deal. They could vote to increase their levy 
to make up the money, but since the state is already picking it up – all it does is shift the – it 
shifts to a local district what the state is paying. It’s a screwy deal. 
 
Chairman Schaible: And that is the second biggest problem of our funding formula by saying 
that we use the 60 mills instead of using the dollar equivalent, because even though the 
district is at 40 mills, they have probably gotten a 12% increase on their property level every 
year. 
 
Senator Rust: Absolutely. 
 
Chairman Schaible: It makes it sound as if they are getting less money, where in reality they 
got 12% every year. Because that is why their mills went down – because of valuations went 
higher than that. If you would have put a dollar base figure on that, they got 12% more money 
so if you say well if we get 12% money and not use the 60 mills then if they had voted on it it 
would have gone higher than that.  
 
Senator Rust: Just to expand on that, I would bet almost every one of those school districts 
have increased their taxes by 12%. I mean their tax payers have picked up 12% more and 
yet it is still possible their mill levy is going down.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Yes, and that is the flaw in our system by using the mills instead of the 
dollar equivalent.  
 
Senator Rust: It is just a real – you can’t recover.  
 
Chairman Schaible: I know, but in the same breath, you just said we are automatically giving 
you a 12% property tax increase and they want to vote on more.  
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Senator Rust: Yes, you can’t hardly win on that – that’s a tough one. And yet, on the other 
side of that coin, you have a formula that should be working. That is not working either. To 
me all the negitives are on the one side and there is really not a very good path forward.  
 
Senator Davison: And some of those communities have to – there are other choices for 
them of what they do for some of those communities. It is hard just to say when we are not 
talking about a specific community to say there isn’t a path forward because if it was a – there 
are other choices depending on where that community might be. If it is Kulm and Edgeley 
you are talking about and keeps their school open, but they are only 12 miles from Edgeley, 
there is a choice there, too that could be different into merging their schools – and I am just 
pulling Kulm and Edgely out of my mind.  
 
Senator Elkin: So I think it is individual - 
 
Senator Rust: In my area of the state, Mr. Chairman, part of it has to do with salaries that 
they are paying and the fact that they needed to pay that just to be able to pay the rent 
because the rent did not stay the same. Those kind of things.  
 
Chairman Schaible: And they are not going to solve all the K12 funding problems that we 
have with this bill. There will be amendments coming with this. We will come back to this this 
afternoon. 
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Chairman Schaible: Senator Davison has an amendment for this bill. 
 
Senator Davison: See Attachment #1. On SB 2300, I put in the special education dollars for the 
matching Medicaid, I also had the Reading Corps bill on there and the tabacco tax. I am redoing that 
bill – SB 2300. I will have that down here by next Monday. I am bringing forward an amendment 
adding section 3 which contains $200,000 for the Reading Corps program – the research based 
literacy intervention program. The testimony on that is in SB 2300. The Reading Corps program was 
started on at the South East Education Cooperative (SEEC) in schools in Fargo, West Fargo, 
Bismarck, Jamestown, and Carson. You need 41% of matching dollars to do that. We are able to do 
some of those matching dollars in the larger districts because we have the United Ways and Bremer 
Foundation and we have people we can raise money from. The difficulty in getting this to the rural 
areas is that we have a more difficult time finding those matching dollars. If you look at the results of 
the reading program in the school districts, it has been very successful if you note on the information 
that Jolene Gardy handed out.  
 
Chairman Schaible: You said you have an amendment for SB 2300.  
 
Senator Davison: No, I am going to rewrite 2300.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Will 2300 carry any appropriation money in it?  
 
Senator Davison: It potentially could.  
 
Chairman Schaible: Well, we would need to have that before Monday also. 
 
Senator Davison: Right, exactly. 
 
Chairman Schaible: Questions on the amendment or discussion. 
 
Senator Rust: I am looking at the phrase “to an organization providing research based based literacy 
intervention” Who is the organization?  
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Senator Davison: That is determined by the Department of Commerce that falls under this. We can’t 
specifically say it is SEEC, so if there was another organization that wanted to – could be another 
REA that wanted to do it, that is determined in the collaboration. The important part is to expand the 
program further than it is. This is a program that SEEC got off the ground, we didn’t ask for any help, 
Fargo, West Fargo and Jamestown and the bigger schools are benefitting from it. Minnesota spent 
$7 million on it this program to have it in their schools. We need a little help from the standpoint of 
dollars to make the match lift happen to keep it moving to the level that we have.  
 

Chairman Schaible: Is this a continuation fund then? 
 

Senator Davison: Yes. You have to match it each year to continue the program. The match doesn’t 
go away to leverage those dollars for the AmeriCorps volunteers and the Reading Corps.  
 

Chairman Schaible: Are you moving the amendment? 
 

Senator Davison: I move amendment 19.0614.03001 be adopted. 
 

Senator Oban: Second. 
 

Chairman Schaible: Discussion. 
 

Senator Oban: I do have concerns creating programs that only benefit schools in big cities vs. kids 
in schools all over the state that would benefit from programs like this.  
 

Chairman Schaible: I tended to agree with that until I heard Carson. Part of the issue is to get all the 
REAs to a level and hopefully expand this.  
 

Senator Davison: The person that is the coach to help with the project there is someone at the 
MREC REA that does help us do it. We are up in Grafton, too, with this. We started the pre-K of this 
and we are doing an impact study with West Fargo to measure our results of the program over the 
last few years. The study was talked about in Jolene’s testimony – it is called an impact study through 
the Chicago Institute of something or other – I can never remember. Our ND program is a replication 
of the MN Reading Corps which began in 2003. The study found that MN students that took part in 
the Reading Corps program in 2014 tutored in MN Reading Corps achieved significantly higher levels. 
We are doing the same study in West Fargo to see how we are doing with the program here in ND. 
 

Chairman Schaible: If you were to expand this statewide, what would you be looking at? 
 

Senator Davison: How I believe this is happened, it is kind of like a revolving fund. I we set it up in 
– let’s just pick a place – Rugby for example – we start and get two or three or four tutors there. The 
idea is that the Rugby School District hopefully would be able to raise some dollars for the match and 
figure out how to get that match and we would use this $200,000 as a revolving fund. It gives us the 
push forward to keep the momentum going and gives us time to raise money in those communities 
while the program is implemented. Once it gets bought into the community, and they don’t want to let 
it go, they figure out how to find the money. We are the only state that requires schools to put matching 
money into this. – We are the only one of the fifteen states that requires matching dollars. That is how 
we got it off the ground without coming to ask for dollars.  
 

Roll call taken to adopt the amendment. 
 

Yeas: 7; Nays: 0; Absent: 0 
 

Amendment adopted.  
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Chairman Owens:  Open hearing on SB 2265. 
 
Sen. D. Schaible: (Attachment 1) end 13:15 
 
Chairman Owens: Are there any questions? 
 
Brandt Dick, Supt., Underwood School District: (Attachment 2): end 19:06 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any questions? 
 
Rep. Brandy Pyle: Can you explain what a transition minimum is?  
 
Brandt Dick:  19:20-21:15 Explained transition minimum. 
 
Rep. Pat D. Heinert:  You made a comment about doing a study in reference to  
the 1% of the transition minimum.  Is that what we are talking about for the study? 
 
Brandt Dick:  The study would be to look at all the transition minimums.  Also, with 
that study I think you need to address the districts that do not have the full 60 mills  
 because their tax evaluation is increased above the 12%.   
  
Rep. Pat D. Heinert:  What you are saying is that there are 90 school districts that 
during the study period would not be affected by this then and they could then start 
adjusting for the new standard.  The study is going to develop the new standard, how  
are they going to adjust for a new standard when they don’t know what the standard 
is? 
Brandt Dick: Good point.  Who knows what the new standard will be, let’s transition 
 it and hold it as harmless as we can to get to the study. 
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Rep. Pat D. Heinert:  What do we tell the other schools that have a different  
number?  How do we tell those 80% of the student population of the state of North Dakota 
you are getting less than the 20% and make it fair? 
 
Brandt Dick:  I would say that their increase is going to be greater than those 20% of 
schools.  They are going to get 2% or 3% on their increase of students and most of  
those districts are seeing growth.  A lot of these 75 school districts are seeing decreases 
and so their per pupil rate is higher. 
  
Rep. LaurieBeth Hager:  Seventy-Five school districts out of 180 school districts, 
these are going to be on the limbo plan, it seems that they might have to close. 
 
Brandt Dick:   School districts that are large and are growing are on the formula. 
It is the small schools that are the challenge.  You always have to look at long term. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Any questions?  Others in support? 
 
Jolene Garty, Director of Student Services, South East Education Cooperative (SEEC): 
(Attachment 3)    end 33:12  
 
Chairman Owens:  Are there any questions?  
 
Rep. Michelle Strinden: Is the reading recovery program whole based language or 
phonics based? 
 
Jolene Garty:  The different interventions are depending on that we have  
connective text interventions that work on expressions. (inaudible) 
 
Vice Chairman Cynthia Schreiber-Beck:  Need to clarify this; Is this the increase 
per pupil funding?  Your point is that you are supporting the bill. 
 
Jolene Garty: Included in the bill is the $200,000 appropriation for ND Reading Corp. 
 
Rep. Ron Guggisberg:  How many more students will this help you provide services 
to?  Is there a percentage of students? 
 
Jolene Garty:  About $800 per student. 
 
Chairman Owens:  Are there any further questions? 
 
Aimee Copas, NDCEL: (Attachment 4) 35:20-39:45 Supporting SB 2265. 
 
Rep. Denton Zubke:  What was the proposed amendment?  
 
Aimee Copas:  Instead of doing a 5% decrease, we replace it with this new option. 
We draw a new invisible baseline 17-18 would be our new baseline year, and when 
the transition minimum districts grow, instead of growing at 12 or 14 thousand they 
would grow at the state rate.   
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Chairman Owens:  Any other questions? 
  
Representative Denton Zubke: It seems to me that we have studied this to death. 
I don’t know what more we could possibly want to know.  It becomes dollars and cents 
of sitting down and adjusting this to where it works or doesn’t work.  At this time 
we have schools that are not on the formula.  What is it costing the state to not 
have them on the formula? 41:30-42:10 
 
Aimee Copas:  One area that we have not studied and that is weighting factors.  - end 43:20 
 
Chairman Owens: We have 57 that are not levying 60 mills.  Out of that 57, 24 the mill 
deduct doesn’t equal 60 but the rest of them the mill deduct is 60.  You are talking about a 
New baseline 17-18.  It is that across the board or just these 24 schools? 
 
Aimee Copas:  This is the transition minimum.  end 44:40 
 
Rep. LaurieBeth Hager:  We are talking about saving $2 million dollars? 
 
Aimee Copas:  That is the 5%.  
 
Rep LaurieBeth Hager:  Are the small schools being harmed by this? 
 
Aimee Copas:  As the bill stands right now, without the amendment, yes.  The small  
schools would take a hit without question.  In the amendment, no. 
 
Chairman Owens:  questions      others in support of SB 2265? 
 
Alexis Baxley, NDSBA: (Attachment 5) 46:00-46:20 in support of SB 2265. 
 
Chairman Owens support    opposition    neutral 
 
Daniel Ludvigson, Supt. Elgin-New Leipzig: (Attachment 6) 
 
Chairman Owens: Are there any questions? 
 
Adam Tescher:  The part of the code is establishing the baseline.  The reason we made  
adjustments for this, we didn’t know which years to establish the baseline. There were some 
questions as to whether that baseline should be adjusted every year or should we be using 
using the 12-13 data that we have been using.       end 50:55 
 
Chairman Owens:      close hearing. 
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